THANK YOU for your purchase of a Moultrie Feed Station Pro. Please read this sheet before operating the unit. If you should have any questions about this product or any other Moultrie product, please contact us using the information on the back of this sheet. Allow us to better serve you by activating your 1-year warranty online at http://www.moultriefeeders.com/warranty

A MOUNTING FEEDER TO A T-POST

1. Position back of the feeder against the studded side of the T-post.

2. Mount provided U-bolts from the backside of the feeder around the T-post.

3. Mount U-bolt plates and nuts in place and tighten.

4. Run both provided straps around T-post and feeder placing them on the grooves provided on the front of the feeder and pull tight.

5. Fill with feed and attach lid.

NOTE: DO NOT LOAD FEEDER until it is securely attached to tree or t-post
Wrap strap through strap loops on back of Feed Station™ Pro and around tree.

Tighten strap by pulling loose end through buckle until Feed Station™ Pro is snug against tree.

Fill Feed Station™ Pro and attach lid.